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(57) ABSTRACT 
Computer technology for substantially optimizing portfolios 
of multiple participants is disclosed. Preferably the portfo 
lios of such multiple participants comprise ?xed income 
instruments. The disclosed systems and methods include 
using at least one computer system for storing digital data 
representing portfolio holdings of multiple parties and, in 
particular, for each participant storing in the computer 
memory data representing constraints With respect to the 
desired portfolio. The method and system comprise opti 
mizing using an optimization engine portfolio and constraint 
information of multiple participants so as to generate a set of 
trades that Would substantially optimize participants portfo 
lios With respect to a knoWn objective. 
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COMPUTER METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR 
OPTIMIZING PORTFOLIOS OF MULTIPLE 

PARTICIPANTS 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[0001] This is a continuation of application Ser. No. 
08/963,605, ?led Oct. 31, 1997, now allowed. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] This invention relates to computer technology for 
optimizing portfolios of multiple participants and, in par 
ticular, for optimizing portfolios of ?xed income instru 
ments. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0003] It is well known that computer technology can be 
effectively employed for ?nancial applications. It is also 
known to employ computers that execute optimization pro 
grams, such as programs based on linear programming 
techniques, so as to achieve ?nancial goals. For example, 
computer technology that analyzes and optimizes a portfolio 
held by a given entity is known. Computer systems have also 
been employed as an intermediary in transactions where 
multiple parties desire to trade speci?c equity instruments. 
In such computer applications, optimization may be 
employed to facilitate trading of an equity of interest. 
However, the inventors are not aware of computer technol 
ogy developed for trading holdings of multiple participants, 
where a computer acting as an intermediary processes entire 
portfolios of the participating entities and generates trades 
that optimize portfolios for a desired result, particularly for 
portfolios of ?xed income instruments. 

[0004] Portfolio-based trading, for example, exists in the 
equities market, where investors may buy or sell a portfolio 
of stocks on an aggregate basis. The investor provides a 
statistical description of the portfolio, usually including how 
closely it tracks the S&P 500 index, the sector distribution 
of the portfolio, and a measure of the diversi?cation of the 
portfolio. The broker then commits to trade the portfolio of 
unknown stocks for a ?xed fee at the prevailing market price 
at a pre-arranged point in time, typically the market daily 
close. Because the broker only knows the “statistical” com 
position of the portfolio, the investor feels more comfortable 
that the broker is unable to affect the closing prices. Because 
of the statistical relationship between the portfolio and the 
index, the broker feels comfortable that the investor cannot 
unload a portfolio of unattractive securities. An important 
component of such a transaction is the independent price of 
equities contributed by the public transaction records of the 
equity markets. 

[0005] The vast majority of ?xed income transactions are 
performed on a principal basis where the broker takes the 
opposite side of the transaction from the investor. The lack 
of adequate ?xed income transaction records and the broad 
range of structures and maturities of ?xed income instru 
ments creates a signi?cant barrier to developing the con? 
dence on either side of the transaction that pricing is fair. 
Thus, it is desirable to provide a system that employs 
unbiased pricing and reassures the investors that the trans 
action is a fair deal. Further, it is desirable to provide 
computer technology that supports such ?xed income trans 
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actions and, in particular, enables multiple parties to par 
ticipate in the transactions. In particular, it is desirable to 
develop computer technology that would allow multiple 
investors to specify constraints on their portfolio holdings 
and, within those constraints, allocate by the optimization 
computer process ?xed income holdings to individual inves 
tors participating in the transaction. 

[0006] As noted, in general, optimization techniques for 
?nancial applications are known. For example, Adamidou et 
al., Financial Optimization, S. A. Zenios, Ed., Cambridge 
University Press, Cambridge, 1993, describe the Prudential 
Bache Optimal Portfolio System, based on linear optimiza 
tion of security holdings. This system emphasizes “scenario 
analysis,” which involves the evaluation of stochastic price 
models over user views of volatility employing a linear 
programming optimization constrained by duration, convex 
ity, and return of holdings. 

[0007] Optimization methodologies relating to ?nancial 
applications are surveyed in H. Dahl, A. Meeraus, and S. A. 
Zenios, Some Financial Optimization Models: I Risk Man 
agement, Financial Optimization, S. A. Zenios, Editor, Cam 
bridge University Press, Cambridge, 1993; and in H. Dahl, 
A. Meeraus, and S. A. Zenios, Some Financial Optimization 
Models: [1 Financial Engineering, Financial Optimization, 
S. A. Zenios, Editor, Cambridge University Press, Cam 
bridge. 1993. Linear programs are described for general 
immunization of liabilities with ?xed-income securities and 
“dedication” matching of assets to liabilities. The discussed 
programs become mixed-integer programs if round lots are 
to be traded. Mixed-integer programs are discussed for 
optimal settlement of ?nancial forwards in a speci?c case of 
mortgage-backed securities and for optimal structuring of 
collateralized mortgage obligations. 

[0008] Such publications on ?nancial engineering do not 
teach computer technology that enables multi-party portfo 
lio trading in ?xed income instruments, wherein computer 
driven optimization aids in rebalancing portfolios of mul 
tiple participants. Yet, there is a need for such technology. 
For example, there is a need to provide computer technology 
that enables multiple investors to recognize the economic 
bene?ts of selling bonds at a price below the price originally 
paid thereby obtaining a tax deduction. Accordingly, there is 
a need to develop technology that would enable investors to 
exchange portfolio holdings so as to substantially maximize 
the tax deductible loss. It is believed that technology for 
such portfolio trading between multiple parties that enables 
them to substantially optimize trades so as to substantially 
maximize tax advantages has not been developed by others. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0009] Although the system and method of the present 
invention relates to computer technology applicable to a 
wide array of portfolio optimizations in trading among 
diverse parties, the preferred embodiment relates to a com 
puter system and method that provide a capability of taking 
advantage of refunds on taxes paid within the previous three 
years by maximizing book losses on trades of multiple 
participants. The preferred embodiment provides technology 
that enables trades as swaps among multiple parties while 
keeping the trades out of the market. The advantage of 
swapping between portfolios of participating ?rms versus 
transacting in the open market is that large scale trades can 
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be executed Without adversely affecting the market trading. 
In addition, the speci?c preferred embodiment enables sWap 
members to buy discount bonds as replacements, Which may 
be problematic in the open market but provides further, tWo 
advantages. 
[0010] The computer technology of the preferred embodi 
ment facilitates a solution to a multi-par‘ty book-loss opti 
mization. In general, the input to the computer system of the 
preferred embodiment comprises a set of bond portfolios 
oWned by a group of ?rms, and the output comprises the set 
of trades Which substantially maximizes the participant 
?rms’ total book losses. The implementation of the preferred 
embodiment avoids churning (i.e., buying and selling the 
same security) and Wash sales (i.e., buying and selling a 
su?iciently similar security) and, therefore, reduces a risk of 
degeneracy in the process of maximizing book losses. 

[0011] In addition, individual ?rms typically have portfo 
lio composition constraints that must remain satis?ed in any 
intermediated transaction implemented by the system. Such 
constraints may include ?xed market value of holdings 
Within given sectors and maximum holdings of given names. 
The implementation of the preferred embodiment provides 
means for satisfying such constraints. 

[0012] Although a particular implementation of the pre 
ferred embodiment relates to producing tax deductions, a 
person skilled in the art Will realize that it can be generalized 
to alloW different participants to have different objectives 
and still produce multi-party portfolio-based optimized 
transaction. Furthermore, as Will be understood by a person 
skilled in the art, extensions are possible Where the partici 
pants provide prices at Which they Would be Willing to buy 
or sell rather than using uniform prices provided by the 
intermediary entity, as in the preferred embodiment. In 
general, a person skilled in the art Will appreciate that the 
invention can be extended to accommodate differing vieWs 
among the participants on the economic attributes of the 
?xed-income instruments in their portfolios. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0013] The invention Will be better understood When taken 
in conjunction With the folloWing detailed description and 
accompanying draWings, in Which: 

[0014] FIG. 1 illustrates computer architecture and orga 
nization of the preferred embodiment; 

[0015] FIGS. 2 and 3 illustrate the ?owchart of the 
operation of the system of the preferred embodiment. 

[0016] FIG. 4 illustrates the ?owchart of the optimization 
interface softWare. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

[0017] The folloWing detailed description of the preferred 
embodiments is organized as folloWs: ?rst, computer archi 
tecture of the preferred embodiment is disclosed. Next, a 
speci?c illustrative application addressed by the technology 
of the preferred embodiment is described. Thereafter, soft 
Ware programming developed for implementing the illus 
trative application of the preferred embodiment is disclosed. 

Computer Architecture of the Preferred 
Embodiment 

[0018] Computer architecture of the preferred embodi 
ment is depicted in FIG. 1. In general, the system depicted 
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in FIG. 1 receives data representing portfolios of ?xed 
income instruments oWned by multiple investors (also 
referred to as clients, ?rms, and participants) and constraints 
associated With the portfolio as inputs. The system then 
generates a set of trades so that the resultant portfolios of the 
investors are substantially optimized With respect to a given 
economic bene?t. 

[0019] The data representing portfolio information and 
speci?c client constraints is provided by the clients partici 
pating in the transaction to the Workstation 100. The Work 
station 100 can be a personal computer based on the 
MicroSoft operating system or it can be another computer 
such as a Sun Workstation. The client data can be provided 
to the Workstation 100 in various Ways, for example, via 
Internet over a public sWitching netWork 130 as knoWn in 
the art. Client data provided over a netWork is ?rst received 
by the netWork server 120 Which then transmits the data to 
the Workstation 100 over the internal netWork. Also, the 
portfolio data and the constraints can be encoded on a 
magnetic medium and then entered into the Workstation. 

[0020] Client portfolio data and their constraints are then 
translated into a uniform format discussed beloW and 
entered into a front end module, symbolically illustrated as 
30, Which is resident on Workstation 100. The front end 30 
is preferably a large Excel Workbook Written in Visual Basic. 
Alternatively, other softWare packages may be employed. 

[0021] The Workstation 100 stores digital information 
relating to securities in the clients’ portfolios, such as 
information on pricing and rating. Such information is 
collected from public databases, such as EJV and 
Bloomberg and may be entered manually or provided in a 
magnetic medium. An on-line link to such information may 
also be provided. In particular, the link to the EJV database 
is accomplished via an internal netWork connection 111 to a 
Unix server 112 Which, in turn, provides an external link to 
the EJV resources available on-line. The data received from 
the external sources of information is provided to the data 
interface 50 of Workstation 100, Which converts this data for 
entry into the front end 30. 

[0022] In the preferred embodiment, data obtained from 
external sources includes: bond indicatives (e.g., coupon, 
maturity, etc.) from EJV, Electronic Joint Venture (EJV) 
Capital Markets Services (http://WWW.ejv.com) 1996, and 
Bloomberg, Bloomberg L. P. 499 Park Ave., NY, NY. 10022 
(http://WWW.bloomberg.com) 1996, databases, insurance 
company holdings from the Capital Access FINCOM data 
base, Capital Access Corp. Mountain Heights Center, 430 
Mountain Ave. Murray Hill, N]. 07974 (http://WWWinter 
active.net/~cac) 1996, sector descriptions from EJV and 
Fact Set, FactSet Research Systems Inc., One GreenWich 
Plaza, GreenWich, Conn. 06830 (http://WWW.factset.com) 
1996. 

[0023] The data stored in the front end 30 is then pro 
cessed by optimization interface 40 and supplied to the 
optimization engine 190 Which preferably employs the 
CPLEX optimizer. See CPLEX Optimization, Inc., Using 
the CPLEX Callable Library, Version 4.0, 930 Tahoe Blvd., 
Bldg. 802, Incline Village, Nev. 89451 (http://WWW.cplex 
.com) 1995, incorporated herein by reference. The CPLEX 
product is installed on the server 120 Which can be imple 
mented as a personal computer, such as Dell Optiplex, 
GXPRO, or for example, as a Unix Workstation such as Sun, 
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SPARC-station 20. It should be noted that the server 120 is 
capable of supporting other Workstations such as 100 so that 
in some embodiments several multi-party portfolio-based 
exchanges can be implemented using the optimization 
engine of the server. 

[0024] The CPLEX optimization engine of the preferred 
embodiment is a linear optimizer for solving linear program 
ming problems encountered in a Wide variety of resource 
allocation programs. CPLEX provides several solvers for 
different problem environments. See http:\\WWW.cplex.com. 
The CPLEX Linear Optimizer Base System provides a basic 
linear programming environment using continuous variables 
and employing algorithms mainly based on a Well-knoWn 
Simplex method. It also supports a variety of input/output 
formats such as MPS ?les, knoWn in the art. This system can 
handle problems With millions of constraints and variables. 
The CPLEX Mixed Integer Solver (MIP) is an addition to 
the CPLEX Linear Optimizer Base system. It employs 
various heuristic algorithms such as a branch-and-bound 
technique to handle the difficult optimization problems 
involving integers. The CPLEX Barrier/OP Solver is an 
optimizer for solving linear and quadratic problems. CPLEX 
can be run on various computer platforms. The CPLEX 
programs are also available as parallel versions so that they 
can be run on multiple-CPU systems for increased perfor 
mance. 

[0025] The optimization engine 190 accepts portfolio 
related data and constraints in a speci?c form, described 
beloW, in order to perform optimization. Accordingly, the 
portfolio-related data and constraints should be processed so 
as to enable the optimization engine 190 to perform the 
required processing. Workstation 100 includes the optimi 
zation interface softWare 40, Which extracts information 
from the Excel front end and translates it so as to enable 
desired processing by the optimization engine. After the data 
has been processed by the optimization interface 40 it is 
supplied to the optimization engine 190 on the server 120. 

[0026] The optimization engine 190 generates a set of 
trades Which are then provided to the investors for revieW. 
The trade revieW computer 170 receives information from 
the optimization engine on the server 120 and formats it for 
clients’ revieW. Thereafter, investors may accept or reject the 
trades and may modify their constraints. After the trade has 
been found acceptable for the participants, it is repeated With 
the prices provided by the traders of the entity that facilitates 
the multi-party exchange. To accomplish this, the bench 
mark pricing softWare running on Workstation 160 processes 
the instruments comprising the trade in relation to the stored 
data concerning the expertise of the traders employed by the 
entity facilitating the exchange. The appropriate traders then 
provide pricing information for the instruments that the 
benchmark pricing softWare allocated to them. Based on this 
price information the ?nal optimization transaction is then 
performed. 

[0027] It should be noted that the computers of the dis 
closed embodiment are, in general, knoWn devices that 
include a central processing unit, primary and secondary 
memory, and netWork interfaces, as Well as other Well 
knoWn hardWare components. As discussed, these comput 
ers are con?gured for the special purpose of providing 
substantial optimization of multi-party trades using softWare 
discussed herein. 
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[0028] In another embodiment, the system of FIG. 1 can 
be enhanced to alloW participants to enter their oWn data 
directly to the front end over the Internet. The system can 
also be enhanced by posting recommended transactions 
continuously on the Internet. 

Exemplary Application of the Preferred 
Embodiment 

[0029] Tax laW alloWs corporations to apply losses real 
ized in a given year against gains incurred Within the 
previous three years to receive tax rebate for previous taxes 
paid. See 1996 US. Master Tax Guide, 79th Edition, Chi 
cago, November 1995, CCH Tax LaW Editors. The exem 
plary application discussed herein utilizes computer tech 
nology of the preferred embodiment so as to rebalance a set 
of bond portfolios by sWapping participants’ respective 
holdings so that total book losses over all participants are 
substantially optimized, alloWing the participant ?rms to 
realize tax savings. 

[0030] A tax sWap is bene?cial if tax refunds received 
today have positive economic value considering the present 
values of the bonds sWapped to achieve the refund. If tWo 
?rms oWn underwater bonds (i.e., bonds Which values have 
dropped in comparison to their original values), sWapping 
such bonds for bonds oWned by others may enable the ?rms 
to take advantage of the tax refund. Tax-related advantages 
can, for example, result from sWapping an underWater bond 
With a par bond and With a discount bond as discussed 
beloW. 

[0031] SWapping an underWater bond With a par bond that 
Would produce the same yield as the underWater bond 
requires that the par bond necessarily has a higher coupon. 
Accordingly, the tax refund received today as a result of a 
sWap is offset by higher future taxes paid on the greater 
coupons of the par bond. Also, the principal par amount 
invested in the underWater bond is necessarily larger than the 
principal amount of the par bond purchased as a result of the 
sWap. Accordingly, some protected principal is lost due to 
the sWap. The net of these effects depends on the discount 
factor, so that for reasonable discount factors, as illustrated 
beloW, the net effect favors doing the sWap. 

[0032] For example, consider a sWap of a $100 MM par 
amount of a 6.750% coupon underWater bond, having a 
current market price of 97.4ll% yielding 7.750%, for par 
bonds of equal yield, i.e., 7.750% coupon. Thus the oWner 
of the underWater bonds obtains after the sWap $97.4ll MM 
par amount of the neW bonds With 7.750% coupon. For the 
purposes of this illustration, it is assumed that all coupons 
are paid annually, that both bonds mature in three years from 
the day of the sWap, and the tax rate is 35%. 

[0033] The net economic bene?t of sWapping the bonds is 
determined as folloWs. The seller of the underwater bonds 
receives $97.4ll MM plus a tax refund of 35%><(l00% 
97.4ll%)><$l00 MM=$0.906 MM. The same entity then 
uses the $97.4ll MM to buy neW par bonds, netting the tax 
refund. On three successive years, it receives, after taxes, a 
coupon of (l00%—35%)><7.750%><$97.4ll MM=$4.907 
MM. On the third year, it also receives the return of the 
$97.4ll MM principal. The opportunity cost of foregoing 
oWning the underWater bond includes its coupons and return 
principal. The after-tax coupons Would have been (100% 
35%)><6.750%><$l00 MM=$4.388 MM. The return principal 
Would have been $100 MM. 
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[0034] This analysis is summarized in Table 1, Which uses 
a discount factor of 65%><7.75%=5.0375%. 

TABLE 1 

Amounts in Millions 

old neW net discounted 

year bond bond cash flow cash flow 

0 98.317 (97.411) 0.906 0.906 
1 (4.388) 4.907 0.520 0.495 
2 (4.388) 4.907 0.520 0.471 
3 (104.388) 102.318 (2.069) (1.785) 

PROFIT 0.087 

[0035] The breakeven discount rate that makes the sWap 
bene?cial is 2.8%. The pro?tability of the sWap increases 
With increasing maturity of the bonds, decreasing price of 
the underWater bonds, and increasing discount rate. 

[0036] Alternatively, one may sWap for market-discount 
bonds, i.e., bonds currently trading at a discount. Normally, 
securities are taxed on an effective-yield basis; hoWever, 
market-discount securities have different taxation. If the 
income from the bond exceeds the ?nancing cost for the 
bond (Which is assumed to be true in this example), the 
investor may elect to pay tax on cash ?oW rather than yield. 
For a discount bond, tax on cash How is alWays loWer than 
tax on yield. If the investor makes this election, there is an 
additional tax due on excess of sale or redemption proceeds 
over cost. This election may be made on a bond by bond 
basis. 

[0037] SWapping to a market-discount bond achieves 
greater economic bene?t than sWapping to a par bond, as 
illustrated in the example beloW. For simplicity, consider 
that the underWater bond, discussed in the previous example, 
is sWapped With a bond of identical attributes (but different 
issuer to avoid a Wash sale). The only modi?cations to the 
previous analysis are the cash ?oWs of the neW discount 
bonds. As a result of the sWap, the neW bonds are bought for 
$97.411 MM, netting the tax refund. On three successive 
years, the investor receives, after taxes, a coupon equal to 
the coupon foregone. On the third year, the investor also 
receives the return principal of $100 MM, hoWever, We are 
required to pay tax on the accrual from the discount price. 
Thus, We receive $100 MM plus $4.388 MM minus 35% of 
($100 MM—$97.411 MM)=$103.48 MM. This analysis is 
summariZed in Table 2 beloW, Which illustrates that the 
resulting pro?t is greater than that of the previous scenario. 

TABLE 2 

(Amounts in Millions) 
Swapping for Discount Bond 

0 98.317 (97.411) 0.906 0.906 
1 (4.388) 4.388 0.000 0.000 
2 (4.388) 4.388 0.000 0.000 
3 (104.388) 103.481 (0.906) (0.782) 

PROFIT 0.124 

Software Implementation 

[0038] In general, a multi-par‘ty book loss optimiZation 
problem of the exemplary application described above is 
Well-suited to linear programming, a knoWn optimiZation 
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technique. Book loss is de?ned as the par sold multiplied by 
the difference in book price and market price for the secu 
rities available in the secondary market at the time of the 
transaction. 

[0039] Table 3 beloW de?nes variables used in the folloW 
ing discussion, Where indexes i, j, k correspond to the set of 
all bonds, ?rms, and sectors, respectively. 

TABLE 3 

Basic Variable De?nitions 

symbol meaning 

variables 

BUYLJ- par amount of bond i bought by ?rm] 
SELLLJ- par amount of bond 1 sold by ?rmj 

constant inputs 

CURPARLJ- original par amount of bond 1 held by ?rmj 
PRICELJ- ?rm j’s transaction price for bond 1 
BOOKLJ- ?rm j’s book price for bond 1 
ACCRUED; accrued interest for bond 1 
PVig- PRICEU + ACCRUED; (?rm j’s transaction cost 

for bond 1) 
DUR; modi?ed-present-value duration for bond 1 
CON; present-value convexity for bond 1 
INN-7k bond 1 belongs to ?rm j’s k-th sector (0,1) 

[0040] In the folloWing discussion it is assumed that 
PRICE _=PRICEi for all j, because ?xing a single mid 
marketuprice for each security is a practical necessity in 
conducting the tax sWap. HoWever, the model presented 
herein is more general, alloWing, in other embodiments, 
different ?rms to transact at different prices for a given 
security as Will be understood by a person skilled in the art. 

[0041] The objective function representing total book loss, 
optimiZed by the system, is expressed as folloWs: 

max SELL-yj-(BOOKt-yj - PRICE-J) 

1.] 

This function is optimiZed subject to the folloWing con 
straints: 

[0042] Bond conservation: for a given bond, the par 
amounts bought and sold over all participating ?rms must 
net to Zero, i.e., there is a closed universe of bonds. 

ZBUIQJ=ZSELLM vi 
1 1 

[0043] Present value neutrality: for every ?rm, the total of 
all trades must be present-value neutral. 

[0044] Duration neutrality: the total of all trades must 
leave the dollar-duration Within a reasonable tolerance. This 
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is a relaxed form of dollar-duration-neutral trading. The 
constraints are applied on a per party (j) basis. 

These constraints bound the permissible change in dollar 
duration around a given target range (SDURJ-mm, $DURj 
max). For example, bounds equivalent to 11/2 (one-half) year 
modi?ed duration Would be typical. If only a portion of a 
participating ?rm’s entire portfolio is employed in a sWap, 
this constraint applies to that portion only, so that the change 
resulting from the sWap Would be diluted in the overall 
portfolio. 

[0045] Convexity neutrality: These constraints are similar 
to the above constraint, except that $DURJ- is replaced by 
CONj. The total of all trades must leave the convexity Within 
a reasonable tolerance. These constraints, bounding the 
permissible change in convexity, represent a relaxed form of 
convexity-neutral trading. For example, bounds of $CON 
mm=$CONCurr and $CONmaX=OO are typical. Since all trades 
are conducted at fair market prices, a decrease in convexity 
need not be a concern. The loWer convexity Would be 
re?ected in loWer security prices. 

[0046] Other market-value Weighted attributes: Yield and 
rating are constrained in an identical manner as duration and 
convexity. In other embodiments, other portfolio character 
istics can be de?ned in a manner similar to duration and 
convexity. 

[0047] Par-value Weighted attributes: Maturity and cou 
pon are constrained in a manner similar to duration and 

convexity; hoWever, par-value rather than market-value is 
used for Weighing. As noted, in other embodiments, other 
characteristics can be similarly de?ned. 

[0048] Proceeds bounding Within sectors: The total of all 
trades must leave the present value (Within every sector) 
betWeen reasonable (prede?ned) bounds. These constraints 
can enforce present-value-neutral trading, possibly Weak 
ened to provide additional ?exibility. Altemately, the use of 
these constraints may provide an opportunity to employ the 
transaction in order to reallocate the portfolio. These con 
straints, expressed beloW, are applied on a per party (j) basis. 

These constraints bound the permissible change in proceeds 
Within a sector around a given target range (SPVJ-min, SPVj 
max). For example, quality sectors used in these optimiZa 
tions categoriZe bonds by Moody’s and S&P ratings, as Well 
as by a numerical scale. Name constraints are a special case 
of sector constraints, pinpointing an individual bond issuer. 
As understood by a person skilled in the art, it is sometimes 
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useful to constrain buys and sells directly, as shoWn beloW, 
in addition to the net change constraint above. 

[0049] The sectors include an industry sector type, such as 
Financials, Utilities, Industrials and Sovereign/Agencies, as 
Well as other types of sectors including rating, broad matu 
rity, ?ne maturity, duration, convexity, EJV sector, EJV 
subsector, EJV subsubsector, holdings, issuer, SIC code, and 
other sectors customiZed to speci?c ?rms. Another category 
of sectors is a speci?cation of bonds that cannot be sold to 
a given ?rm. 

[0050] Non-negativity and boundedness: the amount 
bought and sold must be non-negative, and the amount sold 
must not be greater than the original par amount oWned. 
Additionally, the amount bought must not exceed the total 
amount oWned by all other ?rms. 

0 5 SELLLJ- 5 CURPARW- v i, j 

[0051] If the right-hand-side of the buy equation is Zero, 
then no variable BUYid- is required in the model, thereby 
reducing its complexity. Furthermore, the potential for 
churning With respect to this security Would be eliminated. 

[0052] In the model de?ned by the above objective func 
tion and constraints, churning and Wash sales may occur 
When more than one party oWns the same bond. Churning 
refers to buying and selling of the same security to generate 
spurious book loss. Churning involves sWapping bonds With 
the same CUSIP (Committee on Uniform Security Identi? 
cation Procedure) code. A Wash sale involves bonds that 
satisfy the folloWing three similarity conditions: 1) the same 
issuer, 2) maturities Within ?ve years of each other, and 3) 
coupons Within 25 bp. 

[0053] To eliminate churning and Wash sales, the results 
obtained by employing the above continuous model may 
then be modi?ed by computing net sales of each bond for 
each ?rm. The net sales Would then be presented as a 
resultant portfolio produced by the transaction. HoWever, it 
is unlikely that the resultant allocation of bonds Would be 
substantially optimal With respect to the goal of book loss 
maximization, and therefore this is not the preferred 
approach. For example, if each of tWo ?rms hold tWo bonds 
A and B, co-members of a given sector, the objective 
function may be maximiZed by a Wash sale of bonds A and 
B: each sells the other both A and B. If only net sales are 
taken into account these sales Would net Zero for each bond, 
and, therefore, no trades and book losses Would be produced. 
The optimal solution, hoWever, is for one ?rm to sell A and 
the other to sell B, alloWing each to achieve a book loss. 

[0054] The formulation of the objective function, provided 
above, maximiZes achieved book loss. In an alternative 
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embodiment, this function can be generalized as follows to 
include the economic value of tax deferral: 

max[2 SELlq-yj-(BOOKt-yj - PRICE”) + 

Z BUYt-yj-(DEFERRAL BENEFITU) 

A person skilled in the art, based on this discussion, can also 
implement optimization With respect to this function. HoW 
ever, given that variables are de?ned as bought and sold 
amounts, churning and Wash sales still remain an issue. 
HoWever, if variables Were to be de?ned as the net change 
in the amount bought and sold, the churning/Wash sales 
problem Would be avoided, but the objective function 
becomes problematic. This happens because there is a 
bene?t only from a net sale, not from a net gain, 

ma>{2 NETM-max(O, 300K,”- - PRICE”) 

Which is nonlinear. Alternatively, the churning and Wash 
sales can be avoided by introducing non-linearities into the 
constraints rather than the objective function: 

[0055] The implementation of the preferred embodiment 
for the exemplary application considered here, enhances the 
continuous model discussed above by employing mixed 
integer techniques. The enhancement of the preferred 
embodiment effectively addresses the issue of churning and 
Wash sales (including taking into account bonds oWned by 
the subsidiaries of the same parent). 

[0056] In the preferred embodiment, SELLi?- and BUYid 
are set to be mutually exclusive for all bonds i oWned by a 
?rm j and at least one other ?rm. This formulation translates 
into a mixed-integer linear program. The CPLEX softWare 
used in the preferred embodiment provided for solving 
mixed-integer linear programming as Well as for specifying 
mutual exclusion. See CPLEX Optimization, Inc. Using the 
CPLEX Callable Library. Version 4.0 930 Tahoe Blvd., 
Bldg. 802, Incline Village, Nev. 89451. http://WWW.cplex 
.com, 1995 incorporated herein by reference. In alternative 
embodiments that employ optimization softWare Without 
this mutual-exclusion facility, but Which support zero-one 
variables, the previous described formulation is appended 
With the folloWing expressions to achieve the desired result 
(See also D. G. Luenberger, Linear and Nonlinear Program 
ming, Addison-Wesley, Reading, Mass., Second Edition, 
1984, incorporated herein by reference): 
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Where 0 is the set of subsidiaries oWned by the parent of ?rm 
j and M is a suitably large number. The Boolean variables Bid 
select either buying (6i,J-=0) or selling (om-=1) of bond i by 
?rm j . As a result, in?ated sales (fueled by churned buys) are 
disalloWed. Note hoWever that this alone Will not prevent 
Wash sales of similar, yet not identical, securities. 

[0057] TWo or more af?liated parties (e.g., subsidiaries of 
the same parent ?rm) cannot trade With each other, yet may 
require different constraints in order to not be treated as a 
single entity. In the preferred embodiment this requirement 
is modeled in the folloWing manner. If a bond i is originally 
held by at least one of the af?liated parties 0, tWo cases are 
possible: (1) i is not held by any party outside of 0; or (2) 
at least one party outside of 0 holds i. Accordingly, in the 
?rst case, the constraint BUYi,e=0 is introduced and, in the 
second case, the constraint introduced is as folloWs: 

ZBUYM- < ZSELLM 

The above constraints do not guarantee that no trades 
betWeen af?liated parties Would occur, but these constraints 
drastically reduce such trades. The system of the preferred 
embodiment automatically checks for trades slipping 
through these constraints for manual correction after opti 
mization. 

[0058] Although mixed-integer programs such as pre 
sented before are dif?cult to solve optimally for large data 
sets, suf?ciently satisfactory solutions can be obtained using 
the method of the preferred embodiment as described herein. 
Results that are not strictly optimal, but are suf?ciently 
optimized to be acceptable, may also be referred to as 
optimal in this discussion. 

[0059] FIGS. 2 and 3 illustrate the processing performed 
by the preferred embodiment With respect to the illustrative 
tax sWap application. Initially, Workstation 100 accepts 
portfolio information from clients Who Wish to participate in 
a sWap. Portfolio information includes speci?cations of 
bonds, uniquely identi?ed With a CUSIP, par holdings and 
book prices. In addition, clients provide constraints de?ning 
their requirements for the resultant portfolio. The clients 
may submit their portfolio and constraint information in 
various formats, for example, in the form of a spread sheet 
such as provided by Microsoft Excel. As discussed previ 
ously, client portfolios may be provided to the system in 
various Ways, e.g., by e-mail or on a magnetic medium or 
simply entered by the operator. The encoding of information 
received from the clients is not limited to a speci?c format. 

[0060] The front end 30 of the preferred embodiment is a 
large Microsoft Excel Workbook Written in Visual Basic. At 
step 200 the front end 30 accepts the client information that 
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has been translated manually into a formal speci?cation 
using a syntax discussed below. In general, the front end 
stores portfolio and constraint information. 

[0061] User and System constraints can be speci?ed and 
stored in the front end 30. The user constraints alloW 
participants of the tax sWap to specify customized con 
straints to ensure that their individual requirements are met. 
For example, ?rm i may require that it Would not buy bonds 
rated loWer than AA. The system constraints are speci?ed by 
the entity running the intermediary tax sWap system itself so 
as to guarantee certain invariants, such as the constraints 
discussed above. 

[0062] Constraints on sectors specify (1) Which sectors are 
constrained; (2) over What statistic the constraint is de?ned; 
and (3) the bounds of the constraint. The sectors Within a 
constraint are de?ned either as an individual identi?er or any 

number of identi?ers connected With logical operators. 

[0063] The folloWing grammar for name expressions is 
used to specify sectors. 

letter: oneof 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvWxyZ 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

digit: one of 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

number: 
digit 
digit number 

char: 
letter 
digit 

op: 
] & 

identi?er: 
char 
identi?er char 

unary: 
identi?er 
~identi?er 

sector 

Wary 

unary op binary 
(unary op binary) 

[0064] An identi?er is either a full CUSIP, a name (a six 
character CUSIP), or an alpha-numeric string previously 
de?ned as a sector of a certain bond. For example 
“~(AAA]AA)” speci?es all bonds rated loWer than AA. The 
“l” operator is logical OR; “&” is logical AND; and “~” 
means NOT. Parenthesis are used in a conventional manner. 

A full CUSIP speci?es an exact bond issue, Whereas a name 
speci?es an issuer. For example “912827T6 & 312911” 
speci?es a single Treasury bond and a group of mortgages. 
A client ?rm, for example, may specify names it refuses to 
buy, e.g., “~369856”. 

[0065] The folloWing grammar is used for constraint 
speci?cation: 

applies-to: one of 
or-applies 
and-applies 
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-continued 

or-applies: one of 
number 
number/ or-applies 

and-applies: one of 
number 
number & and-applies 

value: one of 

#LOSS 

#MAT 
#COUPON 
#RATING 

variable: one of 

#SECTOR 
#FINAL 

#SELL 
#NET 
#CURR 
#AVG 

numerator-value: 
value 
value numerator-value 

numerator-variable: 
variable 
variable numerator-variable 

numerator: 

numerator-value numerator-variable 
denominator-value: 

value 
value denominator-value 

denominator-variable: 
variable 
variable denominator-variable 

denominator: 
denominator-value denominator-variable 

fraction: 
numerator 

numerator-denominator 
method: one of 

constraint: 
applies-to print-name sector fraction method 
bounds 

[0066] In the above grammar, “print-name” is an optional 
string that provides textual representation of the constraint 
for summary purposes. The “Or-applies” expressions 
specify a group of ?rms in Which a given constraint applies 
individually to each ?rm. The “And-applies” expressions 
specify a group of ?rms to Which the constraint applies 
collectively. 

[0067] In general, a constraint is of the form: 

numerator 

_ denominator _ 

A pair of numbers (L, U) represents the loWer and upper 
bounds placed on the constraint. The numerators and 
(optional) denominators de?ne the statistic. The numerator 
represents the base statistic, and the denominator can be 
used to normalize the base statistic. 
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[0068] The base statistic is de?ned by both variable and 
value speci?cations. For example, if a ?rm is interested in 
constraining the market-value-Weighted dollar duration of 
all bonds it buys, the numerator is set to #PV#DUR#BUY. 
The variable #BUY speci?es that the set of bonds bought 
should be considered. The values #PV#DUR specify that the 
desired statistic is present value times duration times par 
amount. 

[0069] Other variables that can be used are #SELL (bonds 
sold), #NET (buys minus sells), #SECTOR (pay attention to 
the sectors speci?ed in the constraint), #ALL (ignore sec 
tors), #FINAL (original plus buys minus sells), and #AVG 
(buys plus sells divided by tWo). These variables can also be 
combined as in the example above. The values include 
#CONV (convexity), #MAT (maturity), #COUPON (cou 
pon), #RATING (rating) and #LOSS (book price minus 
price), as Well as other values de?ned by the user, as Will be 
understood by one skilled in the art. 

[0070] As mentioned, the denominator is used to option 
ally norrnalize the base statistic. For example the previous 
numerator #PV#DUR#BUY needs to be normalized by the 
denominator #PV to compute a valid duration. All the 
variables speci?ed above can be used in the denominator. In 
addition the variables used in the denominator include 
#CURR (current portfolio) and #NONE (denominator 
equals one). 
[0071] Commonly used constraints may also be speci?ed 
as macros. Constraints can be bound With respect to #ABS 
(absolute value of bounds), #REL (a value relative to a base 
value, i.e., base valuezpercentage points), and #PROP (pro 
portional values, i.e., base value multiplied by percentages; 
the base value is alWays computed from the incoming 
portfolios). 

[0072] For example, suppose ?rms 3 and 4 both Wish to 
individually constrain that the convexity of their resulting 
portfolios be greater than the convexity of their initial 
portfolios. Such a constraint is speci?ed as folloWs: 

?rm numerator denominator method loWer upper 

Here the zero loWer bound guarantees that the original 
convexity cannot be loWer than the resulting convexity. The 
large upper bound indicates that convexity is alloWed to 
increase up to 1000% of the original value (essentially 
unlimited). 
[0073] At step 210 the portfolio attributes collected from 
the clients are supplemented With additional information in 
order to specify the full set of attributes for optimization. As 
discussed above, such additional data is obtained from 
remote databases, such as EJV, Capital Access, Fact Set, and 
Bloomberg. As discussed above, the EJV data is electroni 
cally accessed and translated for entry into the front end. 
Some attributes may need to be entered by an operator, for 
example, data from Bloomberg concerning uncommon 
bond. 

[0074] Next at 220 an optimization interface module 40 is 
invoked to translate the portfolio and constraint data, stored 
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in the speci?ed form in the front end 30, into a linear 
program format that can be processed by the optimization 
engine 190. The optimization interface can, for example, be 
implemented as a program Written in C++. The optimization 
interface is described in further detail in connection With 
FIG. 4. 

[0075] The optimization engine at step 230 solves the 
linear programming matrix provided to it by the optimiza 
tion interface. Although as indicated previously, the optimi 
zation engine is CPLEX, a commercial program from 
CPLEX Optimization Inc., an alternative optimization pro 
gram capable of handling mixed integer linear programming 
can be used. (See description of CPLEX above and CPLEX 
Optimization, Inc. Using the CPLEX Callable Library. Ver 
sion 4.0 930 Tahoe Blvd., Bldg. 802, Incline Village, Nev. 
89451. http://WWW.cplex.com, 1995, incorporated herein by 
reference). As noted, in the preferred embodiment, CPLEX 
is installed on server 120. In this Way, multiple front-end 
programs can access the remote optimizer over the netWork. 

[0076] After the optimizer has completed its processing, a 
transaction proposal is generated at step 240. After the 
clients revieW the transaction proposals, the system receives 
client feedback at step 250. If any client Wants to modify the 
portfolio or constraint information, the processing goes back 
to step 200 and the steps described above are repeated. 

[0077] If all clients agree on the proposed transactions, as 
illustrated in FIG. 3, the system accepts at step 310 actual 
trading prices of the bonds from the corresponding traders. 
Speci?cally, a benchmark pricing module is invoked Which 
automatically summarizes a tax sWap transaction solution 
into forms appropriate for trader input. (In FIG. 1 the 
benchmark pricing module is illustrated as running on 
Workstation 160). The bonds traded in the sWap are auto 
matically split among the appropriate traders and an appro 
priate benchmark Treasury is automatically computed for 
them. Since the tax sWap requires a set of fair (mid-market) 
prices provided by the intermediary entity and agreed upon 
by all the parties, the benchmark pricing softWare module 
generates the mid-market prices at Which all the bonds in the 
tax sWap are traded. These prices are based on mid-market 
quotes from corporate traders of the intermediary entity, Who 
is not part of the transaction. Rather than gathering up-to 
date price quotes for each optimization during a given 
transaction, corporate bonds are quoted as a spread to the 
yield of a benchmark security (typically, a US Treasury 
(UST)). The bonds may also be quoted as a spread to the 
interpolated yield of tWo benchmarks or they may be quoted 
as simple prices. 

[0078] First the yields of currently traded US Treasuries 
are determined as knoWn in the art. Instead of using all US 
Treasury prices, only the on-the-run prices are used. First, 
the closing prices of every UST and the market prices of all 
the on-the-runs are collected. Second, a butter?y portfolio 
for each UST is constructed using the tWo on-the-runs With 
the closest durations as barbells. Third, the change in the 
current present value of each UST is determined by that of 
the tWo ends of the barbell, taking into account the butter?y 
Weights. 

[0079] Subsequently, the prices of the bonds used in a 
transaction are easily computed based on the spreads quoted 
by the traders. The yield of a bond is the yield of the 
benchmark plus the spread. The spread quoted may be based 
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on yield to maturity, yield to call, yield to put, or yield to 
average life. The date corresponding to settlement of the 
?nal transaction has to be used When converting the bond 
yield to the ?nal bond price. 

[0080] Upon receiving the actual trading prices from the 
traders, the optimization is repeated at step 320 and then the 
results are provided to the clients for a ?nal approval. After 
all the clients approve the transaction, the tax sWap trans 
action is executed (330). 

[0081] Alternatively in another preferred embodiment, the 
actual prices provided by traders may be entered into the 
system before the complete agreement of the parties on the 
?nal transaction has been reached. Speci?cally, in such an 
embodiment, the actual prices are introduced When the 
parties are in substantial but not complete agreement With 
respect to the proposed sWap, so that several ?nal iterations 
involving optimization are performed With the actual prices 
obtained from the traders. This embodiment modi?es ?oW 
charts of FIGS. 2 and 3 in the folloWing manner. The 
decision 250 also includes a test of Whether such a substan 
tial agreement has been reached. If so, at this point, the 
actual prices are generated in accordance With the process 
discussed in connection With step 310 (benchmark pricing). 
Thereafter, the iterative process proceeds based on actual 
prices and not using the prices from external databases. 
When, at 250, the complete agreement has been reached, the 
transaction is executed. 

[0082] The Optimization interface module 40 is noW 
described in further detail in connection With FIG. 4. The 
formulation of a linear programming problem for input to 
the optimization engine is speci?ed in terms of an MPS ?le, 
Which is an industry standard. Input to a linear programming 
optimizer can be expressed as essentially a system of 
equations, each of the form: 

Where ai are constant coef?cients, xi are variables, b is a 
constant and n is the number of variables in the system. As 
knoWn in the art, such expressions are represented in a 
matrix, Which is the exemplary application can be very large, 
for example, With n of 16,000 and 10,000 equations. 
Although the matrix is large, most of the coef?cients are 
usually zero. The MPS ?le format alloWs the use of a sparse 
matrix notation, specifying only the non-zero coef?cients. A 
de?nition of the MPS format is provided in the CPLEX 
manual, http://WWW.cplex.com, using the CPLEX Callable 
Library, Version 4.0, from CPLEX Optimization Inc., 930 
Tahoe Blvd., Bldg. 802, Incline Village, Nev. 89451, incor 
porated herein by reference. The MPS ?le of the preferred 
embodiment includes user constraints and system con 
straints. 

[0083] At step 410 the optimization interface 40 processes 
the data stored in the front end 30 so as to convert the formal 
representation of the constraints into a tree data structure 
stored in memory. Tree data structures are knoWn in the art 
and form a portion of computer’s memory. The tree data 
structure produced by the optimization interface comprises 
nodes representing logical operators and leafs representing 
sector names (or other constraint information). Such a tree 
data structure is traversed, as knoWn in the art, in order to 
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convert the formal description of the constraints into data 
formatted for processing by the optimization engine. The 
tree data structure is built by parsing the formal description 
of the constraints in the front end as textual strings using 
knoWn techniques. Namely, the parenthesis are sorted ?rst 
and then substrings are parsed left to right. 

[0084] At step 420, the interface 40 generates the part of 
the MPS ?le specifying the linear programming matrix for 
user constraints. Speci?ed for every bond is a sector mem 

bership set (e.g., “FINL,AA”). Also, speci?ed for every 
constraint is a logical sector speci?cation (e.g., 
“~(AAA]AA)”). To generate a given constraint, the program 
loops through every bond (in all portfolios of all partici 
pants) and determines the following: (1) does this constraint 
apply to this bond? and (2) if so, What coef?cients should 
this bond’s linear programming variables receive? TWo MPS 
inequalities are generated for each user constraint speci?ed 
in the front end 30 of the preferred embodiment, because 
both upper and loWer bounds each require an inequality 
constraint. 

[0085] If the numerator variable is #ALL then the program 
does not check for sector inclusion: this bond Will have 
non-zero coef?cients. If the numerator variable is #SECTOR 
then the interface program 40 compares each component of 
the bond’s sector membership set to the logical sector 
speci?cation of the constraint. For example, if the bond is 
“FINL,AA” and the constraint is “~(AAA]AA)”, then this 
bond is not bounded by the constraint and its coef?cient is 
zero. To perform a logical comparison, the interface 
traverses the tree data structure discussed in connection With 
step 410. 

[0086] If the bond is constrained, the program determines 
the proper coef?cient ai for each linear programming vari 
able associated With the bond. A bond has BUY and SELL 
linear programming variables. Integer linear programming 
variables are also employed, for example, to prevent chum 
ing, Wash sales, and ensure group exclusion. The numera 
tor’s value speci?cation is used to compute ai, for example, 
#PV#DUR indicates that the coef?cient ai is computed as the 
bond’s present value times duration. The par amount is 
contributed by the value of the linear programming variable 
xi. 

[0087] The program also accounts for an optional denomi 
nator. To save MPS ?le preparation time, the program 
generates the denominator only once for both the upper and 
loWer bounds. This is done by generating a neW linear 
programming variable and creating an equality constraint for 
the denominator. 

numerator 

_ denominator _ 

x : denominator 

The equality coef?cients are generated in a manner similar 
to the inequality coef?cients previously discussed. 

[0088] The neW linear programming variable is then 
appended to the end of upper and loWer bounds inequalities. 
The coef?cient of the neW linear programming variable is 
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the negative upper or lower bound, respectively, as illus 
trated below. 

Lx é numerator é Ux 
numerator E Lx 
numerator é Ux 
numerator — Lx E 0 

numerator — Ux 2 0 

[0089] Next, at step 430, the program generates system 
constraints Which include bound conservation constraints as 
Well as other constraints discussed above in connection With 
the linear programming model. Group exclusion constraints 
to prevent churning, Wash sales, and buying and selling 
among subsidiaries as discussed above are processed at step 
440. These constraints are generated by the system Without 
input from the clients. The programming of generating these 
constraints is apparent to a person skilled in the art from the 
previous discussion of these constraints. 

[0090] As noted at step 430, the optimiZation interface 
module 30 generates the part of the MPS ?le specifying the 
linear programming matrix for bond conservation and other 
linear programming constraints is generated. Similarly, at 
step 430, the optimiZation interface module generates the 
part of the MPS ?le specifying the integer linear program 
ming matrix, namely the churning constraints, the Wash sale 
constraints, and the group exclusion constraints are gener 
ated. 

[0091] The previously described preferred embodiment is 
neutral With respect to multiple ?rms, i.e., no ?rm is given 
an advantage over another. HoWever, the resultant trades 
may distribute gains among the ?rms not completely evenly. 
Although, completely fair distribution of gains is difficult, 
the fairness of the distribution can be improved by utiliZing 
one of the techniques discussed beloW, or other techniques 
knoWn in the art. Although the solution Which does not 
attempt to achieve a fair distribution is sufficient for the 
implementation of the preferred embodiment, alternative 
embodiments may include additional processing that 
addresses fairness as discussed beloW. 

[0092] One such approach to achieving fairness that may 
be used in an alternative embodiment is to employ a method 
developed by Shapley for constructing a “fair” solution to 
the classic coalition problem in game theory. See H. Railfa, 
The Art and Science of Negotiation, Harvard University 
Press, Cambridge, 1982, incorporated herein by reference. 
The general problem considered by Shapley involves n 
players, each subgroup of Which has a given, ?xed utility. 
Usually the largest subgroup, i.e., the entire group, generates 
greater utility than any other partitioning of the players. The 
problem addressed by Shapley is to divide the gains among 
the players so that they all cooperate in a single large 
coalition rather than splitting apart into cliques. Shapley 
values give such a division based on fundamental principles, 
e.g., linear composition of solutions and no payments to 
players Who contribute nothing. 

[0093] In formulating a tax sWap as a coalition problem, 
the majority of a subgroup’s utility is attributed by its tax 
loss, Which can be evaluated With the optimiZer for each 
subgroup. TWo additional factors contributing to utility 
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include: 1) a consideration that discount securities (priced 
beloW par), purchased in the sWap, have a smaller future tax 
burden than par or premium securities, so that all players 
Wish to sWap in discount securities; and 2) by sWapping 
among themselves, the ?rms have less total transaction costs 
than the market Would charge, especially considering pre 
miums due to the inelasticity of supply of discount bonds. 
Once these considerations are factored into the subgroup 
utilities, Shapley values can be computed, to determine a fair 
division of proceeds. 

[0094] In some alternative embodiments, it may also be 
desirable to tilt the objective function. Since the objective 
function thus far is to maximiZe total loss, it may be 
achieved through one ?rm receiving a disproportionate share 
of the tax loss relative to other ?rms. One method of 
rectifying the immediate book-loss and concomitant tax 
advantage bias is With the folloWing objective function: 

maxZ sELzi-yjaj-(Booxhj - PRICE-J) 
ii] 

Where (xJ->0 is a constant assigned to ?rm j in order to control 
the relative value of its book losses to the overall optimi 
Zation. 

[0095] To negotiate an actual deal it is important for the 
entity acting as an intermediary to standardiZe security 
prices in the resulting trades in accordance to the market 
prices of the corresponding investments. As discussed 
above, the benchmark pricing module manages such a 
pricing. The standardiZed pricing gives the multiple parties 
to the sWap con?dence in the impartiality of the intermedi 
ary entity. Payment for the services of the intermediary may 
for example, come from a ?xed percentage of realiZed tax 
deduction, or using another compensation scheme. 

[0096] Individual parties must be prevented or at Worst 
dissuaded from “cherry picking” prices or securities, i.e., 
vieWing the optimiZed trades and selectively committing to 
only certain trades. For example, a party Which avoids an 
assigned buy trade that is perceived as too expensive is 
hoping to engage in a form of arbitrage. That party Wants to 
buy at no Worse than fair value, but of course does not 
identify the bonds it is selling above fair value. 

[0097] The intermediary entity must tightly control the 
timing of the sWap, not alloWing individual parties to stretch 
the target trade date. With time slippage comes the risk that 
the market Will rally. If the market rallies, there Will be feWer 
underWater securities in the pool and less losses embedded 
in each security. One technique of controlling timing is to 
limit participation and plan a series of sWaps. 

[0098] The present invention is not to be limited in scope 
by the speci?c embodiments described herein. Indeed, modi 
?cations of the invention in addition to those described 
herein Will become apparent to those skilled in the art from 
the foregoing description and accompanying ?gures. Doubt 
less, numerous other embodiments can be conceived that 
Would not depart from the teaching of the present invention, 
Which scope is de?ned by the folloWing claims. 

1. A computer method for adjusting portfolios of ?xed 
income instruments of multiple parties comprising: 
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storing in memory of at least one computer digital data 
representing portfolio holdings of multiple parties; 

storing in the memory of at least one computer digital data 
representing constraints that de?ne trading require 
ments of the parties; 

converting, using at least one computer, the digital data 
representing the portfolios of multiple parties and the 
digital data representing the constraints of the multiple 
parties to optimization digital data adapted for process 
ing by an optimization engine; and 

optimizing using at least one computer the optimization 
digital data so as to generate a set of trades among the 
parties that rebalance the parties’ portfolios in accor 
dance With parties’ constraints such that the portfolios 
are substantially optimized With respect to a predeter 
mined objective. 

2. The method of claim 1 further comprising supplying to 
the optimization engine digital data representing pricing 
information for ?xed-income instruments of the portfolios, 
the pricing information being provided by an unbiased 
source, Wherein the unbiased source is not a publicly 
available database. 

3. The method of claim 1 Wherein the digital data repre 
senting the constraints includes digital data representing user 
constraints de?ning relationships betWeen portfolio instru 
ments that should be satis?ed in a resultant portfolio pro 
duced by the optimization engine during optimizing. 

4. The method of claim 3 Wherein the user constraints 
include digital data representing duration neutrality con 
straints. 

5. The method of claim 3 Wherein the user constraints 
include digital data representing convexity neutrality con 
straints. 

6. The method of claim 3 Wherein the user constraints 
including digital data representing par-value Weighted 
attributes. 

7. The method of claim 3 Wherein the user constraints 
include digital data representing proceeds bounding Within 
sectors. 

8. The method of claim 1 Wherein the digital data repre 
senting the constraints includes digital data representing 
system constraints stored in the memory. 

9. The method of claim 8 Wherein the system constraints 
include digital data representing bond conservation con 
straints. 

10. The method of claim 8 Wherein the system constraints 
include digital data representing proceeds neutrality con 
straints. 

11. The method of claim 8 Wherein the system constraints 
include mutual exclusion digital data for avoiding churning. 

12. The method of claim 8 Wherein the system constraints 
include mutual exclusion digital data for avoiding Wash 
sales. 

13. The method of claim 8 Wherein the system constrains 
include digital data for avoiding trading betWeen subsidiar 
ies of the same parent. 

14. The method of claim 1 further comprising storing 
digital data representing an objective function for optimiza 
tion. 

15. The method of claim 14 Wherein the objective func 
tion substantially maximizes tax deductions generated by 
traded participants’ portfolios. 
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16. The method of claim 14 Wherein the objective func 
tion substantially maximizes a total book loss in partici 
pants’ portfolios. 

17. The method of claim 14 Wherein the objective func 
tion includes data representing economic value of tax defer 
ral. 

18. A computer method for adjusting portfolios of ?xed 
income instruments of multiple parties, comprising: 

storing in memory of at least one computer digital data 
representing portfolio holdings of multiple parties, the 
multiple parties comprising tWo or more af?liated par 
ties, the portfolio holdings comprising at least one ?xed 
income instrument held by at least one of the tWo or 
more af?liated parties; 

storing in the memory of at least one computer digital data 
representing constraints that de?ne trading require 
ments of the parties, the de?ned trading requirements 
comprising distinct trading requirements for each of the 
tWo or more af?liated parties; 

converting, using at least one computer, the digital data 
representing the portfolios of multiple parties and the 
digital data representing the constraints of the multiple 
parties to optimization digital data adapted for process 
ing by an optimization engine; and 

optimizing using at least one computer the optimization 
digital data so as to generate a set of trades among the 
parties that rebalance the parties’ portfolios in accor 
dance With parties’ constraints such that the portfolios 
are substantially optimized With respect to a predeter 
mined objective; 

Wherein the digital data representing the constraints 
includes digital data representing system constraints 
stored in the memory, and Wherein said system con 
straints comprise constraints designed to reduce the 
likelihood of trades betWeen the tWo or more a?iliated 
parties. 

19. The method of claim 18, Wherein: 

if the at least one ?xed income instrument is not held by 
any party other than the tWo or more af?liated parties, 
then said system constraints comprise a constraint that 
prevents the tWo or more af?liated parties from buying 
the at least one ?xed income instrument, and 

if the at least one ?xed income instrument is held by at 
least one party other than the tWo or more a?iliated 
parties, then said system constraints comprise a con 
straint that requires the amount of the at least one ?xed 
income instrument bought by the tWo or more a?iliated 
parties to be less than the amount of the at least one 
?xed income instrument sold by all parties other than 
the tWo or more af?liated parties. 

20. The method of claim 18 Wherein the predetermined 
objective is programmed as an objective function. 

21. The method of claim 18 further comprises supplying 
to the optimization engine digital data representing pricing 
information for ?xed-income instruments of the portfolios, 
the pricing information being provided by an unbiased 
source, Wherein the unbiased source is not a publicly 
available database. 

22. The method of claim 18 Wherein the step of optimiz 
ing comprises computer processing of a linear programming 
problem. 
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23. The method of claim 18 wherein the step of optimiz 
ing comprises computer processing of a mixed integer 
programming problem. 

24. The method of claim 18 Wherein the step of converting 
further comprises converting digital data stored in the 
memory representing portfolio and constraint data into a 
matrix digital data suitable for processing by the optimiza 
tion engine. 

25. The method of claim 18 Wherein the digital data 
representing the constraints includes digital data represent 
ing user constraints de?ning relationships betWeen portfolio 
instruments that should be satis?ed in a resultant portfolio 
produced by the optimization engine during optimizing. 

26. The method of claim 25 Wherein the user constraints 
include digital data representing duration neutrality con 
straints. 

27. The method of claim 25 Wherein the user constraints 
include digital data representing convexity neutrality con 
straints. 

28. The method of claim 25 Wherein the user constraints 
including digital data representing par-value Weighted 
attributes. 

29. The method of claim 25 Wherein the user constraints 
include digital data representing proceeds bounding Within 
sectors. 

30. The method of claim 25 Wherein the step of converting 
includes parsing the user constraints and building a data 
structure stored in memory of at least one computer as a tree 
data structure. 

31. The method of claim 18 Wherein the system con 
straints include digital data representing bond conservation 
constraints. 

32. The method of claim 18 Wherein the system con 
straints include digital data representing proceeds neutrality 
constraints. 

33. The method of claim 18 Wherein the system con 
straints include digital data representing non-negativity and 
boundedness. 

34. The method of claim 18 Wherein the system con 
straints include mutual exclusion digital data for avoiding 
churning. 

35. The method of claim 18 Wherein the system con 
straints include mutual exclusion digital data for avoiding 
Wash sales. 

36. The method of claim 18 further comprising storing 
digital data representing an objective function for optimiza 
tion. 

37. The method of claim 36 Wherein the objective func 
tion substantially maximizes tax deductions generated by 
traded participants’ portfolios. 

38. The method of claim 36 Wherein the objective func 
tion substantially maximizes a total book loss in partici 
pants’ portfolios. 

39. The method of claim 38 Wherein the objective func 
tion includes data representing economic value of tax defer 
ral. 

40. The method of claim 18 Wherein the digital data, 
stored in computer memory, representing the constraints of 
multiple participants is organized in accordance With a 
formal grammar. 

41. The method of claim 40 Wherein the formal grammar 
includes representation of logical relationships among sec 
tors. 
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42. The method of claim 40 Wherein the formal grammar 
includes specifying bounded linear constraints. 

43. The method of claim 42 Wherein the formal grammar 
comprises specifying base attributes and normalization 
attributes of the constraints. 

44. A computer method for adjusting portfolios of ?xed 
income instruments of multiple parties, comprising: 

storing in memory of at least one computer digital data 
representing the portfolios of the multiple parties; 

storing in the memory of at least one computer digital data 
representing constraints that de?ne trading require 
ments of the parties; 

converting, using at least one computer, the digital data 
representing the portfolios of the multiple parties and 
the digital data representing the constraints of the 
multiple parties to optimization digital data adapted for 
processing by an optimization engine; 

supplying ?rst pricing information for the ?xed-income 
instruments in the portfolios of the multiple parties; 

optimizing using at least one computer the optimization 
digital data and the ?rst pricing information so as to 
generate a ?rst set of trades among the parties that 
rebalance the parties’ portfolios of ?xed-income instru 
ments in accordance With the constraints that de?ne 
trading requirements of the parties such that the port 
folios are substantially optimized With respect to at 
least one predetermined objective; 

communicating the ?rst set of trades to each of the 
multiple parties; 

receiving approval of the ?rst set of trades from each of 
the multiple parties; 

supplying second pricing information for the ?xed-in 
come instruments in the portfolios of the multiple 
parties, said second pricing information comprising 
prices quoted by traders of an intermediary entity that 
facilitates trades among the parties that rebalance the 
parties’ portfolios of ?xed-income instruments; and 

optimizing using at least one computer the optimization 
digital data and the second pricing information so as to 
generate a second set of trades among the parties that 
rebalance the parties’ portfolios of ?xed-income instru 
ments in accordance With the constraints that de?ne 
trading requirements of the parties such that the port 
folios are substantially optimized With respect to at 
least one predetermined objective; and 

executing the second set of trades at the prices quoted by 
the traders of the intermediary entity. 

45. The method of claim 44 Wherein the predetermined 
objective is programmed as an objective function. 

46. The method of claim 44 Wherein the steps of opti 
mizing comprise computer processing of a linear program 
ming problem. 

47. The method of claim 44 Wherein the steps of opti 
mizing comprise computer processing of a mixed integer 
programming problem. 

48. The method of claim 44 Wherein the step of converting 
further comprises converting digital data stored in the 
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memory representing portfolio and constraint data into a 
matrix digital data suitable for processing by the optimiZa 
tion engine. 

49. The method of claim 44 Wherein the digital data 
representing the constraints includes digital data represent 
ing user constraints de?ning relationships betWeen portfolio 
instruments that should be satis?ed in a resultant portfolio 
produced by the optimization engine during optimiZing. 

50. The method of claim 49 Wherein the user constraints 
include digital data representing duration neutrality con 
straints. 

51. The method of claim 49 Wherein the user constraints 
include digital data representing convexity neutrality con 
straints. 

52. The method of claim 49 Wherein the user constraints 
including digital data representing par-value Weighted 
attributes. 

53. The method of claim 49 Wherein the user constraints 
include digital data representing proceeds bounding Within 
sectors. 

54. The method of claim 49 Wherein the step of converting 
includes parsing the user constraints and building a data 
structure stored in memory of at least one computer as a tree 
data structure. 

55. The method of claim 44 Wherein the digital data 
representing the constraints includes digital data represent 
ing system constraints stored in the memory. 

56. The method of claim 55 Wherein the system con 
straints include digital data representing bond conservation 
constraints. 

57. The method of claim 55 Wherein the system con 
straints include digital data representing proceeds neutrality 
constraints. 

58. The method of claim 55 Wherein the system con 
straints include digital data representing non-negativity and 
boundedness. 
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59. The method of claim 55 Wherein the system con 
straints include mutual exclusion digital data for avoiding 
churning. 

60. The method of claim 55 Wherein the system con 
straints include mutual exclusion digital data for avoiding 
Wash sales. 

61. The method of claim 55 Wherein the system constrains 
include digital data for avoiding trading betWeen subsidiar 
ies of the same parent. 

62. The method of claim 44 further comprising storing 
digital data representing an objective function for optimiZa 
tion. 

63. The method of claim 62 Wherein the objective func 
tion substantially maximiZes tax deductions generated by 
traded participants’ portfolios. 

64. The method of claim 62 Wherein the objective func 
tion substantially maximiZes a total book loss in partici 
pants’ portfolios. 

65. The method of claim 64 Wherein the objective func 
tion includes data representing economic value of tax defer 
ral. 

66. The method of claim 44 Wherein the digital data, 
stored in computer memory, representing the constraints of 
multiple participants is organiZed in accordance With a 
formal grammar. 

67. The method of claim 66 Wherein the formal grammar 
includes representation of logical relationships among sec 
tors. 

68. The method of claim 66 Wherein the formal grammar 
includes specifying bounded linear constraints. 

69. The method of claim 68 Wherein the formal grammar 
comprises specifying base attributes and normalization 
attributes of the constraints. 


